EXHIBITION HIGHLIGHTS
500+ ARTIFACTS

including personal instruments, equipment,
stage props, original typewritten lyrics and
notebooks, original poster and album art, setlists, and other material gathered or created
by the band over the last three decades.

PHOTO-OP

featuring the original towering letters from
the cover of Pearl Jam’s 1991 debut album, Ten.

EIGHT (8) FILMS

featuring rare live concert footage of the
band over the decades.

TOUCHSCREEN INTERACTIVE

featuring setlists, tickets and laminates for
nearly every show Pearl Jam has played.

Debuting at MoPOP in August
2018, Pearl Jam: Home and
Away was organized by MoPOP
in collaboration with Pearl Jam
and their fan club, Ten Club,
and gives an intimate firsthand look at Pearl Jam’s journey from 1990 to the present
and into the future.

One of the most visited exhibitions MoPOP
has created—record-setting opening weekend
at MoPOP.

From their beginnings as one
of the originators of the “Seattle
Sound” and the grunge phenomenon, to their sustained global
impact as one of the most
popular and respected bands
in the world, visitors can experience Pearl Jam’s still-unfolding
story as they continue to sell
out shows world-wide and use
their stage to further social and
political consciousness.

Set lists, tour books, laminates

Peral Jam retail is consistently one of the
top-selling brands in retail.

EXHIBITION ELEMENTS
Clothing and stage costumes
Instruments
Material illustrating the creative process,
such as: original album and poster art,
hand-written and typed lyrics, journals
and demo recordings.

Stage props
Personal ephemera

TARGET AUDIENCE
Pearl Jam fans
Grunge fans
Music fans

VENUE
3,500–6,000 SQUARE FEET
Versatile layout
Rental period 14 to 16 weeks

PARTICIPATION FEE
13 WEEKS
Plus shipping and installer’s travel costs

SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS
-Minimum ceiling height of 14 feet
-Climate control
-Gallery supervision
-Standard electrical supply
-Traveling installer expenses

INSURANCE
Hosting institution is responsible for
providing a Certificate of Insurance
prior to shipping.

SECURITY
MEDIUM

AVAILABILITY
2021 and ONWARD

CONTACT
SHAWANA LEE

Business Development Manager

Museum of POP Culture

206 . 262 . 3420

ShawanaL@mopop.org

